We examine seismic waveforms generated by clusters of similar earthquakes and additional events located on the Karadere-Duzce branch of the North Anatolian fault to investigate possible scaling between proposed early signals in the P waveforms and magnitudes. The employed signals can be divided into two classes. The first is associated with Ellsworth-Beroza and Iio type signals that are assumed to reflect signatures of seismic nucleation phases. The second are associated with Nakamura type period and Wu-Zhao type maximum displacement in the early waveforms that are related to measures of the corner frequency and local magnitude, respectively. The impact on each signal of artefacts generated by the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter is also examined. The use of repeating event clusters reduces considerably the variability of path and site effects compared to previous regional and global studies. This allows us to focus more accurately on variations of the potential scaling parameters with the source magnitude. However, the magnitude range of the employed events is limited to about 4 units. The FIR filter artefacts can generate spurious signals prior to the P-wave arrival, potentially affecting the Ellsworth-Beroza type signals, but are not a significant influence on any of the other measurements. The results indicate that candidates for the Ellsworth-Beroza signals, associated with identification of a weak arrival before the main P phase, exist in less than 20 per cent of the cases. The Iio type signals can be determined by definition on all waveforms. Both of these potential signatures of nucleation phases show little or no scaling with the final event size in the examined data. In contrast, the Nakamura and Wu-Zhao type signals in the first few seconds, which can also be determined by definition on all waveforms, appear to scale with the final event magnitude, albeit with large scatter. The relatively large time windows used in the analysis, compared to the rupture time of the employed events, implies that the results provide little if any information on the physical process of the rupture initiation. The scaling of the Nakamura and Wu-Zhao type early signals with the final event size may be explained by statistical tendency of stronger initial rupture phases to propagate larger distances.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
The possibility that the early portions of seismograms can be used to determine the final event size is alluring because it implies some regular scaling in the physics of earthquake rupture and the prospect of developing early-warning systems. Theoretical considerations suggest the following three general types of cases. If ruptures occur on a smooth frictional surface with homogeneous properties, the nucleation size (e.g. Dieterich 1992; Ben-Zion & Rice 1997; Lapusta & Rice 2003) of all brittle instabilities will be the same, and hence scaling between the nucleation process and final event size is not expected. When ruptures occur on a smooth fault with heterogeneous frictional properties, there will be a range of nucleation sizes. In such cases, larger nucleation phases are likely to produce larger events, as long as the growing ruptures do not encounter strong correlated heterogeneities like the free surface or large segment boundaries (e.g. Hillers et al. 2006 Hillers et al. , 2007 . Finally, if ruptures occur on highly disordered fault zones with strong geometrical heterogeneities, the failure process consists of cascading subevents and the event size is influenced strongly by the highly variable stress-strength conditions along the fault (e.g. Ben-Zion et al. 2003) . In the latter case, the final rupture size is not expected to be affected by the nucleation process, but may still scale with the strength of the early subevent at the hypocentral region. Iio (1995) , Ellsworth & Beroza (1995) and Beroza & Ellsworth (1996) suggested that properties of the initial pulse in seismograms that might reflect signatures of nucleation phases scale with the final event size. These results have not been supported by other studies (e.g. Ishihara et al. 1992; Anderson & Chen 1995; Abercrombie & Mori 1996; Mori & Kanamori 1996; Kilb & Gomberg 1999; Sato & Mori 2006 ). However, recent observations by Olsen & Allen (2005) , Wu & Zhao (2006) and Zollo et al. (2006) , indicating that the final event magnitude M may be at least partially determined prior to the cessation of rupture, have re-awakened the search for informative signals in the early portions of seismograms. Most of the previous studies that search for scaling with M of features from the early P waveforms have used a relatively small number of seismograms (e.g. N < 50) generated by events covering a wide range of magnitudes (2 < M < 8). The employed earthquakes occurred in a large region and/or many different tectonic domains. The inconsistent conclusions obtained in the different studies may in part result from the small number of the employed waveforms and the amalgamation of data from different domains.
In the present paper, we analyse systematically a waveform data set (N = 190) for several proposed signals in the early waveforms. The data were generated by clusters of repeating earthquakes on the Karadere-Duzce branch of the North Anatolian fault (Fig. 1) in the magnitude range 0 < M < 2.75. For parts of the analysis this magnitude range is extended by using non-repeating events from the same region. Choosing to primarily use clusters of similar events allows us to minimize the effects of variations in path and site conditions, and thus focus on source effects. The analysis examines several types of proposed signals in the early portion of the P waveforms. The first type, related to the corner frequency, involves estimating the predominant period (or frequency) in the early part of the seismogram (Nakamura 1988; Nakamura & Tucker 1988; Allen & Kanamori 2003; Kanamori 2004 Kanamori , 2005 Olsen & Allen 2005) . The second type attempts to target signals that might reflect the nucleation phases of earthquakes. These consist of the Iio method that measures the slow initial rise of the P wave (Iio 1995) , and the Ellsworth-Beroza method that measures the duration between a low amplitude initial phase arrival P 1 and the more impulsive main arrival P 2 (Ellsworth & Beroza 1995) . The third type, related to measures of the magnitude, follows the work of Wu & Zhao (2006) and Zollo et al. (2006) in measuring the peak amplitude of displacement in the early part of the seismogram.
In the next section, we describe the general properties of the earthquakes, stations and waveform data used in this study. In Section 3, we describe the employed analysis methods. The results are presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. The analysis indicates that the seismic nucleation signature proposed by Ellsworth & Beroza (1995) is not a common observable feature of the analysed events at the employed sampling rate and hypocentre distances > 4 km. The early phases of the type used by Iio (1995) and Ellsworth & Beroza (1995) show very limited scaling with the final even size. The predominant period in the early waveforms determined by the method of Olsen & Allen (2005) , as well as the peak amplitude of displacement (Wu & Zhao 2006) , appear to scale with M within large fluctuations. Since the measurements are done with larger time windows than the rupture duration of the used small events, the results do not shed, on their own, light on the initiation process of the ruptures.
DATA

The seismic experiment
A week after the 1999 August 17, M w 7.4 Izmit earthquake, a 10-station PASSCAL seismic network ( Fig. 1) was deployed along and around the Karadere-Duzce branch of the North Anatolian fault in Turkey (Seeber et al. 2000; Ben-Zion et al. 2003) . All 10 stations had REFTEK recorders and three-component L22 short-period sensors with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The Karadere-Duzce branch was chosen for the deployment as uniquely for this region the rupture broke the surface in bedrock, avoiding sedimentary layers that diffuse, attenuate and mask wave propagation signals. Three months after the deployment, the 1999 November 12, M w 7.2 Duzce earthquake started and propagated eastward from the Karadere-Duzce segment. As a result of the aftershocks of the large Izmit and Duzce earthquakes, about 26 000 events were recorded in the ∼6 month duration of the seismic experiment. Peng & Ben Zion (2005 performed cross-correlations on waveforms of ∼18 000 of the events that are within 20 km of the Izmit and Duzce rupture zones and recorded by at least three stations. The analysis resulted in organization of 292 of the events into 36 repeating earthquake clusters, each containing at least five events having a median waveform correlation coefficient ≥ 0.95. We choose 13 of these clusters (circles in Fig. 1 ) that contain the largest and smallest event sizes, the largest magnitude ranges and most events. This leaves 1141 recorded waveforms generated by 142 events for the analysis of variations of features in the early portions of the P waveforms with magnitude. Fig. 2 shows an example of the waveforms recorded at station MO for cluster 5. The waveform shapes are highly similar in the P, S and coda waves, implying that the events have highly similar locations and focal mechanisms. However, the peak amplitudes of the waveforms are different, indicating that the magnitude and possibly other source properties (e.g. stress drop) of the different earthquakes are not the same.
The similarity of the waveforms generated by the repeating earthquake clusters, and the related ability to accurately identify the same features in the waveforms of events with different magnitudes, should enable a more accurate study of features that might scale with the event size. Furthermore, any differences between features in the early waveforms of events in a cluster, recorded at the same station, should be due to their different size (or other source effects), as the propagation and site effects for these events are nearly identical. One shortcoming of the analysis of waveforms associated with repeating earthquake clusters, compared to previous works on the topic, is that the maximum magnitude range in any single cluster is ∼2. If the scaling with M of the signals in the early P waveform is weak this may make its observation more difficult or even impossible. To expand on the available magnitude range for some facets of the analysis, larger non-cluster events from the same region are used. This adds additional 48 events (diamonds in Fig. 1 ) and 243 waveforms with M > 2.8. Combining the results of the different clusters and data from the larger events increases the magnitude range but leads to some of the more usual mixing of source, path and site effects.
Site and instrument effects
Complexity in the P waveforms can be generated by source, propagation, site and recording instrument effects. Four of the stations (VO, LS, MO and BV) are located tens to hundreds of metres from the rupture zones of two major earthquakes on a plate boundary fault, and as such are expected to record seismic phases associated with fault zones. Such seismic phases include fault zone trapped waves (Ben-Zion et al. 2003) , fault related anisotropy (Peng & Ben-Zion 2004 , 2005 and fault zone head waves (e.g. Ben-Zion & Malin 1991; Lewis et al. 2007) . Fault zone head waves are refracted phases that propagate along sharp contrast of rock types between two sides of a fault, similar to head wave refractions along the Moho discontinuity and other material interfaces. Fault zone head waves can be the first arriving phase for stations near the fault on the side with the lower seismic velocity, and are characterized by emergent low-amplitude phase followed by larger-amplitude sharper P body waves (Ben-Zion 1989) . The head waves could impinge on this study because their properties are similar to those expected from an accelerating preparatory or nucleation phase, and their amplitude (and hence size of region where they exist) can scale with the earthquake magnitude. Previous studies using our data set did not attempt to identify head waves, and it is not clear whether the Karadere-Duzce faults have significant material interfaces that can generate such phases, but they could be present in the data. Another important class of possible interference with genuine source effects is the type of filter used in the seismic recording systems. The commonly used Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter can generate precursory signals to impulsive arrivals that scale with M and could be misidentified as nucleation phases (Scherbaum & Bouin 1997 ). This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where we show several views of waveforms generated by all the events in cluster 3 at station WF. Panels (a) and (b) show the original seismograms with fairly obvious FIR artefacts between the two vertical lines. Panels (c) and (d) show waveforms in which the FIR effects are removed (Scherbaum 1996; Scherbaum & Bouin 1997) , producing simple and very impulsive onsets of the P waves. Scherbaum & Bouin (1997) showed that FIR artefacts are not always easily-recognizable monochromatic oscillatory signals (as in Fig. 3 ), but can be complex and may be misidentified as the Ellsworth-Beroza type signals. Figs 4 and 5 show waveforms generated by an event recorded at a number of stations with and without the FIR filter removed. For these records, the P 1 arrivals before the main P 2 arrivals are only slightly modified by the removal of the FIR filter (Fig. 5) . Therefore, filter artefacts alone cannot explain all the complexity in the early P waveforms and the P 1 arrivals remain candidate signatures for source, path or site effects. While Scherbaum & Bouin (1997) discussed the influence of the FIR filters on the Ellsworth-Beroza type nucleation phase, spurious signals associated with the filter could also affect quantities associated with the Iio-type and Nakamura-type signals. Since the FIR filter should not affect the amplitude, however, there is no reason to believe there would be any effect on the Wu-Zhao type signals. To carry out a thorough analysis of the P-waves onset, and to determine the FIR effects on various early signals, we perform the majority of our analysis both with and without the acausal response of a zero-phase FIR filter removed.
M E T H O D S
The Nakamura-type methods calculate the predominant period in the early portion of the P wave, their original purpose being to provide fast estimates of magnitude for earthquake early-warning systems. In one version, the predominant period is defined as:
and
where τ 0 is set at 3 s and u is the ground displacement (Kanamori 2004) . A related procedure by Olsen & Allen (2005) employs similar iterative calculations for each point in the seismogram, and the maximum value after the P arrival within 4 s is used as the final result. Here the predominant period at time step i is:
where
In eqs (2b) and (2c) x i is the recorded ground velocity at time step i and α is a smoothing constant, dependent on the sampling rate, set here at 0.99 as in Olsen & Allen (2005) . The maximum value of τ p within 4 s of the P arrival, τ pmax , is the factor (Fig. 6 ) that is proposed to scale with M. The time after the P wave where τ pmax occurs varies and is generally greater for larger events. For earthquakes within the magnitude range of our study this is always much less than 4 s. The flexibility in the time window is presumably what allows this method to more effectively scale with M compared with the Kanamori (2004) method that uses a fixed 3 s time window. For the examined small events, the time window over which τ pmax is calculated is far greater than the rupture duration. However, Olsen & Allen (2005) reported a continuous scaling with magnitude of their predominant period for events up to M ∼ 8. This means that for earthquakes larger than M ∼ 5, the final event size is determined from the predominant period before the rupture was arrested. It should be noted, however, that the quality of the fit between the trend and the data in the study of Allen & Olsen (2005) is reduced for the higher magnitude events. Kanamori (2005) has similar results with higher values of τ c correlated with increasing magnitudes for events up to M ∼ 8, but this is again based on a small number of large magnitude events. If these results stand up as more data are analysed, it would imply that M can be established before the rupture has terminated and thus, at least for large earthquakes, the initial part of the rupture has some control on the final event size. Wu & Zhao (2006) and Zollo et al. (2006) observed relations between peak amplitude in seismograms and M which, like the Nakamura-type methods, are proposed for use in earthquake earlywarning systems. In the procedure that we call the Wu-Zhao method, the original velocity seismograms are integrated to displacement and then a high pass filter at 0.075 Hz is used to remove any low frequency drift that resulted from the numerical integration. A peak displacement parameter Pd is chosen as the highest absolute amplitude of the displacement within 3 s of the P wave arrival. Having a data set with known values of Pd, hypocentral distance r and magnitudes, a simple regression is used to find the coefficients of the linear relation log 10 (Pd) = A + B M + C log 10 (r ).
Wu & Zhao (2006) and Zollo et al. (2006) suggested that the obtained coefficients A, B and C can then be used with measured values of Pd and estimated r of new events to estimate the final event magnitude M. The initial onset of the P wave in a seismogram can be complex with more than one distinct arrival. Umeda (1990) identified in a group of ten large earthquakes an initial weak arrival P 1 , followed by a larger and more impulsive arrival P 2 , and suggested that the time difference between these two scales with M. Ellsworth & Beroza (1995 , 1998 and Beroza & Ellsworth (1996) observed similar results using more events covering a greater range of magnitudes. An event with such initial phases can be seen in our data (Fig. 7) . As shown below, however, such early phases can be identified only in a small subset of the data. Iio (1995) proposed another way of distinguishing between different early phases in the context of rupture models associated with slip-weakening friction and expanding circular crack. The latter is expected to produce a ramp function at the P wave onset, whereas the former is assumed by Iio (1995) to have a rise of the P velocity pulse that becomes increasingly more gradual for larger events. Projecting the maximum slope of the initial motion of the P wave back to its intercept with the base line level (Figs 7 and 8) gives the arrival time as it would be if the P wave was a ramp function. The time difference t sip between this intercept and the true first motion is what we call the Iio signal. It should be noted that Ishihara et al. (1992) found in a study of large earthquakes that the initial moment rates increase more rapidly for larger earthquakes, which is essentially the opposite of the micro-earthquake observations of Iio (1995) .
R E S U LT S
The analysis is performed on the data set of waveforms generated by 13 clusters of repeating earthquakes and additional 48 events, both with and without the removal of the FIR filter artefacts. The instrument response is not removed, limiting our ability to resolve reliably source effects of events with M < 1 having corner frequencies higher than ∼50 Hz. The following seven measurements are made on each seismogram for comparison with the final event magnitude. (1) The Ellsworth & Beroza (1995) signal associated with the time difference between the arrival of P 1 and P 2 phases. manually at least one (and sometime two) P-wave arrival times and the associated values of τ pmax , Pd, τ c and t sip were calculated. The Ellsworth-Beroza P 1 arrival can only be identified on 328 seismograms out of the total of 1384. In the other seismograms there is either no apparent complexity in the P wave onset, or the pre-signal noise obscures small signals (if such exist) for a given event-station pair. Therefore, less data are contained in the plots that were associated with the Ellsworth-Beroza type measurements.
Other than the Ellsworth-Beroza signal, the removal of the FIR filter affects does not change significantly any of the other measures. For the ∼330 seismograms for which the Ellsworth-Beroza measurement was possible, the time between P 1 and P 2 in analysis without removal of the FIR artefacts is highly variable, fluctuating between a few hundredths and a few tenths of a second (Fig. 9a) . Within these variations there is no clear scaling of the measurements with M over the magnitude range of the events. The sum of the absolute amplitude of the seismogram between the P 1 and P 2 phases (Fig. 9c ) also seems to have no clear scaling with the final event size. Removal of the FIR artefacts (Figs 10a and c) reduces the number of points, but has no other significant effect on the results. On the other hand, the Iio method does show a tendency for the average value of t sip to increase with M (Fig. 9b) and this feature is unaffected by the removal of the FIR filter affects (Fig. 10b) . The Wu-Zhao method is only performed on the uncorrected waveforms, as the amplitude measurement should be unaffected by the filter artefact. Fig. 11(a) shows the relationship between Pd, hypocentral distance, and M. To extract the magnitude dependence of the measured values of Pd, equation (3) with the constants determined through a best-fitting regression analysis is used to correct the measured values of Pd for distance effects by normalizing them to a reference distance. Zollo et al. (2006) performed a similar procedure correcting the measured Pd values to a reference distance of 10 km, whereas in this study we correct the measurements to the shortest hypocentral distance in the data (∼6 km). Fig. 11(b) gives the corrected Pd, after the linear correction for the distance effects is performed. The correction does not seem to fully remove the effect of distance, as the points with the smallest hypocentral distances are consistently low and outside the trend of the data. Some of the recorded waveforms are known to be clipped at stations near the event hypocentre. While care was taken not to use any obviously clipped waveforms in this analysis, the near source results with relatively low amplitude could perhaps be affected by clipped waveforms. Of the two techniques of measuring the predominant period, the Kanamori (2004) method does not show clear scaling with M and has greatly varying values for data with similar magnitudes. This is likely because the technique is ill-equipped to deal with such small events because of the fixed 3 s time window, and is sensitive to low frequencies which are not recorded reliably in our data. In contrast, the Olsen & Allen (2005) method with the recursive eqs (2a)-(2d) appears to show significant scaling with the final event size. The Wu-Zhao method (Fig. 11b) shows the clearest scaling with magnitude of the tested techniques. This may be related to the fact that the Wu-Zhao method is similar to a measurement of the local magnitude. We note that with the employed small events, both the Olsen-Allen and Wu-Zhao measurements are made in portions of the waveforms after the end of the rupture. Consequently, the scaling of the corrected Pd and τ pmax with M do not indicate, on their own, any dependence of the final event size on the initial part of the rupture.
D I S C U S S I O N
From earthquakes occurring in the 13 clusters, we have used 142 events that resulted in 1141 seismograms at the 10 stations of the temporary network. These were augmented by 48 non-cluster events that added additional 243 seismograms. Prior to the removal of the acausal response of the FIR filter, 142 of these events (75 per cent) had one or more stations for which a P 1 arrival could be picked. After the removal of the FIR filter artefacts the number of events dropped to 128 (67 per cent). Thus approximately 8 per cent of the candidates for the Ellsworth-Beroza type nucleation phases can be discounted as an artefact of the processing and recording system. When the condition is imposed that for a given event two or more stations record a P 1 arrival, the number of qualifying events is 57 (30 per cent) after the removal of the filter artefacts, compared to 74 (38 per cent) before. When at least three stations are required to record the P 1 arrival for each event, the number of events that satisfy this condition is 33 (17 per cent) after the removal of the FIR artefacts. In summary, for a given event within our data set there is a good chance that one station will have a weak initial arrival prior to the main P wave. It is much less common to see a P 1 phase across multiple stations in the network, something that occurs for less than 20 per cent of the events. If the P 1 arrival reflects an important part of the earthquake source it should be visible at most stations, barring problems of radiation patterns. It thus appears that apart from 17 per cent of the events, the identified P 1 arrivals can likely be attributed to uncorrelated noise, weak head wave phases or other near-fault waveform complexities. Alternatively, if the P 1 phase is commonly generated by the source, the signal-to-noise ratios may be too low and propagation distances too great for observing consistently this phase. Fig. 12 shows the seismograms at station FP for all the events in cluster 30, including the event producing the seismograms of Figs 4 and 5 that give recordings at multiple stations. In Fig. 4 , a similar initial low amplitude P 1 arrival occurs at most of the recording stations, so this event falls into the ∼20 per cent which may be candidates for having signatures of nucleation phases. Given the approximately constant time difference between P 1 and P 2 at the various stations, this feature could be the result of source, path or site effects. Since the event used in Fig. 4 belongs to a cluster of repeating earthquakes, if the early arrival reflects either path or site effects one would expect to see the same phase for all the events in the cluster. As this is not observed in Fig. 12 , it seems reasonable to attribute the small initial arrival in Fig. 4 to a source effect of only that one event in the cluster. A signature of a nucleation phase would be expected for all events, while Fig. 12 clearly shows that for the other events in the cluster, including one that is larger in magnitude, there is no apparent complexity or initial phase in the early P waveform. What has been characterized here as a P 1 arrival has the characteristics of a small foreshock in a similar location to the following main shock. Such small foreshocks may occur for 10-20 per cent of the events in the examined data set. The amplitude and duration of these assumed foreshocks (Fig. 9a ) have no apparent bearing on the magnitude of the event that they precede. For events in the magnitude range of this study, with stations at hypocentral distances of ∼4-20 km, the candidates for nucleation signatures can thus be explained as either processing artefacts, noise or foreshocks. The Iio signals show some positive trend with magnitude in the least-squares fit lines (Figs 9b and 10b) . This, however, can be explained by a combination of the increase in scatter with magnitude, and the fact that the t sip values have to be positive such that the increased scatter is positively biased. This may lead to an increase in the mean of the measured t sip values that is not necessarily a genuine feature. Furthermore, many of the measured times are on the order of or smaller than a single time interval associated with the sampling rate (100 samples per second), and thus may not be reliable. Instrumentation with higher sampling rates may be able to determine whether or not a slow initial rise exists in the early portions of the P waveforms.
In our analysis, the Olsen-Allen and Wu-Zhao methods of determining the predominant period for the early portion of the waveform (τ pmax ) and the peak displacement amplitude (Pd), respectively, produce the only signals that show clear scaling with M. These methods, however, provide no information about the rupture process in our analysis with the small employed event sizes. With events below magnitude 4-5, the time in the waveform when the value of τ pmax and Pd are calculated (4 and 3 s, respectively) is after the end of the rupture. However, Olsen & Allen (2005) found some suggestion that the scaling with magnitude continues to events larger than 5, and in that case the measure made in the seismogram is determined before the rupture terminates. At the higher magnitude range of their study there are fewer data points and the quality of the fit to the trend worsens (Rydelek & Horiuchi 2006) . However, if their trend is robust up to these larger events, it would imply that the final event size is somewhat determined before the rupture is over. Lewis & Ben-Zion (2007) found similar supporting evidence using a waveform data set associated with high sampling rate (up to 1.6 KHz), generated by very-near small events from deep South Africa mines. In that study, consistent scaling of the final event size remains apparent even after reducing the time windows used in the Wu-Zhao and Olsen-Allen methods to below the estimated rupture duration of the events. We note that the Olsen-Allen and Wu-Zhao methods are related to measures of the corner frequency and local magnitude, respectively, and are thus associated with estimates of standard source properties. The scaling of these signals with M in the studies of Olsen & Allen (2005) , Wu & Zhao (2006) , Zollo et al. (2006) and Lewis et al. (2007) probably reflect the fact that stronger initial failures are likely to propagate further and produce larger final event sizes.
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